Turbulence spurs larval settlement
Cover image: Pictured is a late-stage pluteus larva of the purple sea urchin, *Strongylocentrotus purpuratus*. The larvae disperse in ocean currents before returning to rocky shores, where they settle and complete metamorphosis into their adult form. Brian Gaylord et al. found that intense water turbulence—a potential environmental signpost for the wave-swept coasts where adults live—triggers an unusual and abrupt acceleration in larval development that primes individuals for entry into a suitable habitat. The findings reveal a previously unrecognized response of larval invertebrates to fluid dynamics that could help the organisms complete their life cycle in advantageous locations. See the article by Gaylord et al. on pages 6901–6906. Image courtesy of Jason Hodin.
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Marine invertebrates commonly produce larvae that disperse in ocean waters before settling into adult shoreline habitat. Chemical and other seawater-associated cues often facilitate this latter transition. However, the range of effectiveness of such cues is limited to small spatial scales, creating challenges for larvae in finding suitable sites at which to settle, especially given that they may be carried many kilometers by currents during their planktonic phase. One possible solution is for larvae to use additional, broader-scale environmental signposts to first narrow their search to the general vicinity of a candidate settlement location. Here we demonstrate strong effects of just such a habitat-scale cue, one with the potential to signal larvae that they have arrived in appropriate coastal areas. Larvae of the purple sea urchin (\textit{Strongylocentrotus purpuratus}) exhibit dramatic enhancement in settlement following stimulation by turbulent shear typical of wave-swept shores where adults of this species live. This response manifests in an unprecedented fashion relative to previously identified cues. Turbulent shear does not boost settlement by itself. Instead, it drives a marked developmental acceleration that causes “precompetent” larvae refractory to chemical settlement inducers to immediately become “competent” and thereby reactive to such inducers. These findings reveal an unrecognized ability of larval invertebrates to shift the trajectory of a major life history event in response to fluid-dynamic attributes of a target environment. Such an ability may improve performance and survival in marine organisms by encouraging completion of their life cycle in advantageous locations.

Nearly 80% of marine invertebrate species that dwell along the shore possess a two-phase life cycle (1). Such life cycles typically are composed of an adult stage resident on the seafloor and a dispersing larval stage that develops in the plankton before returning to, and settling within, shoreline habitat. Because planktonic larval stages foster demographic connectivity among populations (2–4) and because the transition to the substratum often is irreversible and fraught with high mortality (5), considerable attention has focused on cues used by larvae to identify and settle in quality locations. In particular, research has centered on chemical compounds that induce settlement. A rich array of dissolved and surface-bound chemicals have been implicated, including amino acids and proteins, fatty acids, and carbohydrates (6–8). Such substances often are associated with food, prey, adults of the same species, or biofilms composed of microorganisms. Other habitat properties also may be assessed by larvae once they contact the seafloor. For example, larvae often prefer certain substratum textures and topographies, light intensities, or local water velocities (9–13).

Despite their clear importance as signals for larvae, chemical and other seawater-associated cues provide useful information predominantly over scales of centimeters. This limitation raises the question of how larvae transported orders of magnitude farther in coastal currents (e.g., ref. 4) find their way to the often discrete patches of habitat that possess appropriate cues. If larvae rely exclusively on localized indicators, they retain little capacity to efficiently reject larger stretches of unsuitable shore, and large numbers of individuals therefore might waste precious time and resources conducting fruitless fine-scale searches. In contrast, if larvae use not only localized cues at the seafloor but also broader, habitat-scale signals characterizing suitable environments, settlement success might be improved considerably (see also ref. 14). Larvae might narrow in on potential destination sites, first identifying their approach to, and arrival into, appropriate habitat, then using behaviors or physical agents to convey them to the seafloor where local inducers become available.

Here we use direct, experimental approaches to explore the possibility that larvae might use information spanning a range of scales when settling. We focus our efforts on the purple sea urchin (\textit{Strongylocentrotus purpuratus}), an established study organism for developmental biologists and dispersal ecologists alike. Although evidence suggests that chemical substances are involved in larval settlement by this species (15), its adult habitat also is characterized by specific physical traits. In particular, \textit{S. purpuratus} lives in intertidal and shallow subtidal regions on rocky shores that experience breaking waves and exceptional turbulence (Fig. 1). Such turbulence often is indexed by the energy dissipation rate, a measure of how fast kinetic energy is exhausted by friction at the finest scales of fluid motion. Offshore, in the mixed layer of the ocean or under surface whitecaps, average energy dissipation rates range from $10^{-9}$ to $10^{-7}$ W/kg (16, 17). Energy dissipation rates within the surf zone often are larger, exhibiting average values as high as $10^{-6}$ W/kg on sandy beaches (18, 19) and up to 1 W/kg on exposed rocky coasts where waves break with extraordinary violence (20). These differences in magnitude raise the possibility that larvae might detect proximity to shoreline habitat purely through an evaluation of turbulence intensity, much as certain zooplankton use hydrodynamic-sensing capabilities for predator avoidance (21).

We use a three-step approach to examine how the habitat-scale attribute of surf-zone turbulence might influence larval settlement in \textit{S. purpuratus}. First, we undertake an expanded analysis of previously collected turbulence data from rocky shores where purple sea urchins live, to better understand the most intense conditions experienced by settling larvae. Second, because interactions of microscopic larvae with flow are difficult to examine in the field, we reproduce key features of natural turbulence in the laboratory using a Taylor–Couette cell (22). This apparatus consists of two nested cylinders of different diameters that, when rotated fast enough relative to each other, generate turbulent flows within an intervening layer of fluid. Although this device does not recreate every aspect of fluid movement a larva would encounter in nature, it generates flow fields characterized by small-scale gradients in fluid velocity (i.e., turbulent shear) that rapidly change orientation and magnitude through time, a fundamental characteristic of how larvae experience turbulence at small scales (23). In the third component of the study, we expose purple sea urchin
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Diameter of the circular image equals 8 cm in stage continues for approximately a year or more before spines are visible, and the individual moves using its tube feet. The juvenile morphosed juvenile 24 h after turbulence exposure and settlement. The skeletal arm rods, indicating the
KCl-augmented sea water, showing the retraction of tissue from the tips of the skeletal arm rods, indicating the first stage of settlement. (D) Meta-morphosed juvenile 24 h after turbulence exposure and settlement. The larval arms have been reabsorbed, the juvenile has everted, the calcitic spines are visible, and the individual moves using its tube feet. The juvenile stage continues for approximately a year or more before first reproduction. Diameter of the circular image equals 8 cm in A and 620 μm in B–D.

latter varying levels of turbulent shear in the Taylor–Couette cell, and assay their settlement responses.

Results

Turbulence on Wave-Exposed Coasts. Turbulence within the surf zones of steep rocky shores can be extremely intense. Energy dissipation rates within the uppermost 1% quantile of those we measured approach 10 W/kg (Fig. 2). Such values are one to two orders of magnitude greater than the average rates of energy dissipation we recorded simultaneously, and are substantially in excess of intensities reported for offshore regions (e.g., refs. 16 and 17). Consistent with expectations and theory (24), these exceptional dissipation rates also exhibited an increasing trend under larger waves, suggesting that even greater rates might arise during times of amplified sea state. Together, these findings suggest that levels of turbulence on exposed outer coasts might be distinguishable from those present in other nearshore or offshore areas, and therefore might serve larvae as useful environmental indicators of preferred habitat.

Re-Creation of Turbulence in the Laboratory. Intensities of turbulence produced within our Taylor–Couette cell corresponded to levels recorded in the field. A robust theory exists concerning turbulence in Taylor–Couette cells, which allows bounds to be placed on energy dissipation rates expected for a given apparatus geometry and rotation speed (25). Although these bounds are broad, Denny et al. (26) determined empirically the energy dissipation rates in a Taylor–Couette cell possessing a geometry and range of rotation speeds that serve well for testing invertebrate larvae. In our comparison of their data with theoretical values, we found that their estimates fell almost exactly on the midline between the expected low and high theoretical bounds (Fig. 3). This correspondence, and our use of a Taylor–Couette cell of identical geometry, allowed us to translate readily between rotation speed (rpm) and energy dissipation rate according to the midline regression of Fig. 3.

Response of Larvae to Turbulence. Purple sea urchin larvae exposed to elevated levels of turbulent shear in the Taylor–Couette cell settled at dramatically higher rates (Fig. 4). Larvae that settled 55% of the time in the absence of turbulence showed a nearly 90% propensity to settle and complete metamorphosis after they were subjected to 3 min of turbulent shear at rotation speeds above 400 rpm. Outcomes across rotation speed also exhibited a sigmoidal pattern reminiscent of classic dose–response curves, with an abrupt and significant increase in settlement occurring above a threshold rotation speed (n = 22 trials of 35–40 larvae each; likelihood ratio test, χ^2 = 22.75, P < 0.0001). The treatment effect could not be explained by larval handling procedures during transfer into and out of the Taylor–Couette cell, as larvae inserted into the device at 0 rpm exhibited no elevation in settlement upon removal. Similarly, the effect could not be attributed to chemicals originating in the apparatus or to effects of turbulence on the filtered seawater in which the larvae were held, because larvae exposed to seawater spun in the Taylor–Couette cell also showed no increase in settlement. Indeed, there were no significant differences in settlement among our three controls (unmanipulated larvae, 0 rpm, spun seawater; n = 14 trials of 35–40 larvae each; ANOVA, F_2,11 = 0.81, P > 0.47). The above responses to the treatment and control trials were determined through exposure of larvae to elevated potassium concentrations in seawater (i.e., through addition of KCl), a standard settlement test for echinoids (27, 28). In the treatment trials, these KCl assays were applied immediately after larvae were removed from the Taylor–Couette cell. We also conducted an additional set of trials in which turbulence-exposed larvae were challenged with a natural inducer composed of a combination of coralline algae and biofilm instead of KCl. These larvae also exhibited elevated settlement (59% compared with 41% in controls; t test, t_4 = 4.504, P < 0.01), suggesting that effects of turbulence were not reliant on potassium-based induction.

Accelerated Entry into Competence. The capacity of larvae to undertake settlement is generally thought to be controlled by a physiological shift from a “precompetent” state, in which settlement cues have no effect, to a “competent” state, operationally defined by the positive response of larvae to an inducer such as KCl (29). Based on this concept, we therefore expected larvae at very early stages of development to not undergo settlement even under high levels of turbulent shear, and indeed this is the pattern we found. When larvae we had identified individually as having no apparent calcification in their juvenile rudiments (a clear indication of early precompetence; 23 d after fertilization) were
subjected to 0- or 600-rpm treatments for 3 min in the Taylor–Couette cell and then tested with KCl exposure, none settled.

Intriguingly, we also found that turbulent shear did not elicit settlement when imposed in isolation. In this regard, turbulence acted strikingly differently from a typical inducer. We determined this trend through a conservative examination of competent larvae (>70% settlement in a follow-up KCl test) that were 35 d old at the time of testing. Given results of Fig. 4, which focused on 28-d-old precompetent larvae, the default expectation was that the more advanced larvae would settle especially strongly in response to turbulence and if turbulence was acting as a typical cue, even in the absence of KCl. However, when the 35-d-old larvae were subjected to 0- or 450-rpm treatments in the Taylor–Couette cell (n = 25–30 larvae per trial) and afterward placed into clean glass dishes with Millipore filtered seawater (MFSW), none settled, even after 24 h. These results combined with the data of Fig. 4 demonstrate that turbulence exposure causes precompetent purple sea urchin larvae to settle in response to a strong chemical inducer but that turbulence itself does not result in settlement, even in fully competent larvae. Stated another way, turbulence does not directly induce settlement in already competent larvae, but rather accelerates the transition to competence, at which point larvae become precociously sensitive to local settlement inducers (see also the legend for Fig. 4).

**Discussion**

Our findings have two important implications. First, they experimentally document an expanded scope for hydrodynamic effects on larval settlement. It is well recognized that larvae use turbulence as a vertical transport agent to the substratum (e.g., refs. 30–32) and that they respond to characteristics of near-substratum flow as well as chemical factors when attaching (6–13). In contrast, limited attention has been focused on the possibility that attributes of water-column fluid movement might provide an assessment tool for larvae before their contact with the seafloor. Certain gastropods cease swimming and sink upon encountering turbulence, and theoretical modeling suggests that this behavior might enhance the delivery of larvae to suitable habitat (14). However, settlement ensuing from such behaviors has not been verified. Our study reveals clear effects of turbulence on settlement of sea urchins and demonstrates that these effects arise under ecologically relevant flow regimes. In particular, we show that large turbulence intensities >1 W/kg occur in the surf zones of rocky coasts, providing routine opportunity for larvae to experience such conditions as they approach suitable nearshore areas. An energy dissipation rate of 1 W/kg also corresponds to the threshold level at which turbulence effects on settlement arose in our experiments (Figs. 3 and 4). This matching implies a potentially beneficial environmental tuning of the larval response. We also note that although the most extreme levels of turbulence manifest most commonly as brief bursts lasting seconds or less, the accumulated exposure time from many bursts may be appreciable. For instance, in the event of a half-hour mixing time across the surf zone before settling, one can estimate that a larva would experience dissipation rates approaching 10 W/kg for a total duration of ~3 min. This duration is equivalent to the exposure period used in our experimental protocol, with the caveat that differences in the temporal pattern of exposure (e.g., continuous vs. episodic) might well be relevant.

A second major insight from our work pertains to the manner in which turbulence affects larval settlement. No clues from prior research existed to suggest that water movement might alter the developmental trajectory underlying a larva’s transition to shoreline life. Our findings reveal, however, that brief, acute exposure to intense fluid motion sparks an abruptly accelerated entry into competence that promotes the response of larvae to standard chemical inducers. This altered trajectory then culminates in elevated rates of settlement and subsequent completion of metamorphosis to the juvenile stage. As a consequence, turbulence acts not only as a potential indicator of suitable habitat, as discussed above, but also signals to a larva that it might be time to transition...
to the seafloor, even if the larva has not yet reached competence. Such precocious entry into the benthos might represent a tradeoff against the alternative possibility that larvae might fail to get an additional opportunity to settle if they postpone the process.

Our interpretation of the results of our study relies on the assumption that increased potassium concentrations in seawater provide an accurate means of assessing larval competence. In certain groups of marine invertebrates, ionic chemical inducers such as KCl sometimes yield settlement responses that differ from those associated with presumed natural cues (33) (but see ref. 34). In echinoids, however, multiple studies have addressed and rejected the potential for biased outcomes due to elevated potassium. In all cases examined, rates of settlement and survival following KCl exposure closely resemble those arising in the presence of a potent natural inducer (28, 35–38). The successful, turbulence-caused metamorphic transition we observe therefore stands in marked contrast to consequences of transient exposure to other physical or chemical stimulants (e.g., H2S, petrochemicals, hypoxia). Such agents superficially appear to induce settlement but do not result in normal completion of metamorphosis (39).

The detailed physiological basis for and taxonomic breadth of the larval response to turbulent shear remain unclear and are important areas for future investigation. Valuable insights might emerge from experimental manipulation of mechanoreceptors (e.g., blocking of stretch-activated ion channels (40)), efforts that would be aided by the already sequenced genome of S. purpuratus. Comparative studies of species found in habitats subjected to predictably distinct flow regimes also would address the hypothesis that the turbulence response of lamel is calibrated to their preferred settlement environment. Such a hydrodynamically tuned system for distinguishing nearshore waters from those further offshore might provide substantial selective advantage by allowing larvae to complete the transition to adult life in locations likely to maximize later performance, survival, and reproduction. Benefits of such an ability might be amplified further if, as our data suggest, exposure to strong turbulence triggers rapid entry into the competence period, allowing previously refractory precompetent larvae to respond to local inducers immediately upon arrival at a suitable area. These possibilities beg reevaluation of the scope of cues facilitating settlement and metamorphosis in marine larvae. In particular, they suggest a need for increased attention to fluid-dynamic factors.

Materials and Methods

Larval Culture. Purple sea urchin (S. purpuratus) larvae used in the study originated from adults collected in the intertidal zone at Clallam Bay, WA, and were maintained in subtidal cages suspended off the dock at Friday Harbor Laboratories (Friday Harbor, WA). These adults were fed kelp (mainly blades of Nereocystis luetkeana) ad libitum approximately every 2 wk, year round. During each of three larval rearing periods, we spawned adults by shaking them, then fertilized extruded eggs with dilute sperm suspension (January 2012, two males × two females set up in four pairwise crosses; April 2012, two crosses separated by 1 wk of three males × one female) by standard methods (27). We washed embryos once to remove sperm, then cultured embryos and ensuing larvae at 16 °C in 0.45 μm MFSW for 24 h. At this point, we combined all hatched embryos into a single culture flask at an initial density of approximately one larva per milliliter and continued to rear them with gentle stirring at 16 °C. On the third day after fertilization (six-arm pluteus stage), we reduced the larval density of one larva per 2 mL, and on day 14 (eight-arm stage), we decreased the density again to one larva per 5 mL. Larvae were maintained at this density until they were transported to Bodega Marine Laboratory (BML, Bodega Bay, CA) between 14 and 26 d post fertilization. The January 2012 and the later set of April 2012 larvae were moved directly to BML; the earlier set of April 2012 larvae were moved in two batches to BML. Larvae were maintained at one larva per milliliter at 12–14 °C. Immediately following arrival at HMS or BML, larval densities again were reduced to one larva per 5 mL, the culture water was changed, and the larvae were fed as before. Larvae always were stirred gently for at least 7 d at BML in seawater held at 14–16 °C before settlement trials began, to allow them to recover from any transport shock. All animals were handled according to approved HMS and BML protocols.

Analysis of Field Turbulence. The context for testing effects of turbulence on larval settlement and metamorphosis was established through an expanded analysis of previously collected surf-zone velocity recordings (20, 41, 42), which represent to our knowledge the only available data from steep rocky shores such as those where the purple sea urchin lives. The approach may be summarized as follows. Horizontal water velocities were measured at three locations along a 500-m stretch of shore at HMS, sampling at 1,000 Hz using drag-sphere flow probes (41–43). These devices have limitations in spatial resolution (i.e., order 10-2 to 10-4 m for techniques such as laser Doppler imaging), but at present are the only turbulence-sensing instruments that have a proven capability to survive field deployment on exposed wave-swept coasts. Velocities were recorded at an elevation of 2 cm above the substratum. Energy dissipation rates, ε, were determined from the velocity data using methods outlined by George et al. (18), who examined similar features of surf-zone turbulence on a sandy beach (related analyses also appear in more recent publications; e.g., refs. 19, 44, and 45). Across an intermediate range of scales of fluid motion (i.e., across the inertial subrange [46]), flow structures interact with little viscous loss and velocity fluctuations align with the mean flow follow the relationship

\[
E(k) = \frac{27}{55} \frac{2^3}{3} \kappa^{-5/3}
\]

where \(E(k)\) is the power spectrum of velocity in the so-called wavenumber domain, which quantifies the energy contained in flow structures of a given spatial dimension, \(I\) (represented by a wavenumber, \(\kappa\)), in the presence of a strong mean velocity, \(U\), the wavenumber spectrum can be determined from a standard frequency spectrum by invoking a relationship called Taylor’s hypothesis (46), which assumes that a stationary sensor encounters a flow structure of spatial extent \(L\) for the duration \(\tau = LU/I\). Under these conditions,

\[\kappa = \frac{2\pi f}{U} \]

where \(f = (1/r)\) is frequency and \(E(f)\) is the frequency power spectrum of the velocity fluctuations. Based on Eq. 1, the energy dissipation rate can then be calculated from the \(y\)-intercept of a regression line fit to the plot of the logarithm of \(\epsilon\) vs. the logarithm of \(\kappa\). Multiple dissipation rate estimates, quantified over brief periods during which conditions are relatively constant, follow an approximately lognormal cumulative probability distribution when considered in ensemble. This property is well known and tied to the strong “intermittency” of field turbulence (47). Average dissipation rates, \(<\epsilon>\), therefore may be estimated as

\[<\epsilon> = \exp \left( \frac{\mu_{\epsilon}^2}{2} \right)\]

where \(\mu_{\epsilon}^2\) is the variance of the natural logarithm of the \(\epsilon\) values, and \(\mu_{\epsilon}\) is the mean of the normally distributed ln(\(\epsilon\)) values.

The above relationships provide the framework by which the velocity recordings were analyzed. Multiple hours-long time series of velocity were divided into successive 0.128-s segments, and each of the resultant 138,000 segments was evaluated for adherence to Taylor’s hypothesis (see ref. 20 for details). For segments meeting this criterion, a frequency power spectrum was computed and converted to a wavenumber spectrum using Eq. 2. A line of \(-5/3\) slope was fit to the log-transform of the first 32 spectral estimates, which corresponded to the low-wavenumber end of the inertial subrange and covered frequencies of \(\sim 8\) Hz. Higher frequencies were eliminated from the regression because the upper end of the spectrum had already been discarded because of earlier low-pass filtering, and because the 0.01-m spatial resolution of the flow probe yielded a maximum detectable turbulent frequency of \(\sim 300\) Hz (\(f = \omega/c\) = \(300\) Hz for typical mean flows in the field). Frequencies below 8 Hz were excluded to remove from the regression any low-frequency components of flow associated with residual features of the overall wave motion (\(f = \omega/c\), with \(U = 2\omega H/\pi\) and \(L = 0.25\), where \(H\) is local wave height [48]). Individual estimates of energy dissipation rate were computed for each 0.128-s segment from the intercept, \(b\), of the \(-5/3\) fitted line, as \(b = [0.55(27)^{1/3}]\) using Eq. 1. In the ensuing summary analyses, all segments associated with flows produced by a given 0.05-m range in wave
height were then assembled, and the resulting distribution of the logarithm of these values was plotted on a standard probability plot. The slope (~1/ \( \gamma \)) and intercept (~\( \eta \)) of the resulting line provided estimates of the parameters in Eq. 3 that define \( \Delta \), the average energy dissipation rate for a given wave height. Energy dissipation rates in the uppermost 1% quantile then were computed by assuming a lognormal distribution for the individual \( \gamma \) values and invoking the definitional quantile expression, \( \exp(\mu_{\gamma} - p \mu_{\eta}) \), where \( \mu_{\gamma} \) is the standard normal deviate for 0.99 (numerically = 2.33).

Taylor–Couette Apparatus. The Taylor–Couette cell used in the present study was composed of two vertically oriented coaxial cylinders separated by a narrow gap containing seawater (Fig. 3). The stationary inner cylinder was held at constant temperature (14–16 °C) by means of a circulating water stream from a temperature-controlled water bath passing through the cylinder's interior while the outer cylinder was rotated at a prescribed speed. The relative motion between cylinders thereby sheared the seawater between them. At rotation speeds used for testing sea urchin larvae, the sheared flow was turbulent. The geometry of the apparatus (inner cylinder, 50.5-mm outside radius; outer cylinder, 54-mm inside radius) was constructed to match that of Denny and colleagues (26, 49), allowing us to use their empirical determinations of energy dissipation rate as a function of cylinder rotation speed.

Larval Exposure to Turbulent Shear. Exposure trials were conducted over 2–3-d blocks during February 2012 and May 2012, and consisted of several steps: selecting precompetent larvae into experimental batches, exposing larvae to treatment or control conditions, and testing for settlement responses. Larval cultures were concentrated by reverse filtration and visually inspected to determine the developmental stage of the larvae. Most larvae were judged to be precompetent based on their development and appeared morphologically pre-competent at the time of selection, with only short or incipient spines. Individuals that exhibited delayed or advanced developmental stages were excluded from the main experiment. Selected precompetent larvae were subdivided into individual beakers containing 35–40 individuals at a density of one larva per 5 mL. Each batch of larvae then was randomly assigned to a level of turbulent shear with no apparent ill effects of the treatment.

For each treatment run, a single batch of 35–40 larvae was concentrated twofold by reverse filtration and gently introduced with a glass Pasteur pipette into 150 mL of MFSW maintained at 14–16 °C within the Taylor–Couette cell. The entire water volume within the apparatus then was subjected to a specified level of turbulent shear for 3 min. Immediately following each treatment run, the larvae within the Taylor–Couette cell were decanted gently into a glass beaker and the Taylor–Couette cell was rinsed twice with 15 °C MFSW to capture any remaining larvae. All recovered larvae were used in ensuing settlement assays. The Taylor–Couette cell then was rinsed thoroughly with distilled water to ensure that no larvae were transferred to subsequent trials, and the next trial was initiated.

In concert with the treatment exposures, randomly selected batches of larvae were exposed to one of three control conditions. Larvae assigned to “unmanipulated controls” were concentrated by reverse filtration and immediate exposure to 15 °C MFSW and stored at 4 °C. Larvae assigned to “spun controls” were concentrated twofold by reverse filtration and placed for 3 min in a beaker of water that had been subjected to 3 min of the highest level of experimental turbulent shear in the Taylor–Couette cell. Thus, these larvae never experienced turbulent shear themselves but were exposed to sheared water as a test for possible effects of turbulent shear on water chemistry (e.g., as a result of hypothetical liberation of a settlement inducer from the apparatus or of the effects of shear on any microorganisms not removed by 0.45 \( \mu \)m Millipore seawater filtration). Larvae assigned to “handling controls” (0-rpm treatments) were treated the same as larvae assigned to spin treatments, except the Taylor–Couette cell was not rotated during the 3 min larvae were within it, thereby controlling for manipulations associated with transfer of larvae into and out of the apparatus.

Definitions of Settlement, Metamorphosis, and Competence. Settlement in most invertebrate taxa is connected intimately with metamorphosis, a dramatic remodeling of body form during which many structures present during the larval phase are lost and the overall juvenile/adult body form is assumed (50). In fact, settlement and metamorphosis are sufficiently intertwined that some researchers merge them conceptually (6). In echinoids, the competence of larvae (53) and thus their capacity to settle and complete metamorphosis, is traditionally and operationally assayed through exposure to dilute KCl in seawater (<0.1 M excess). In competent individuals, KCl induces rapid settlement and the completion of metamorphosis, whereas it induces no such change in precompetent individuals (27, 28). When we selected larvae, we used the morphological features indicated above but always confirmed this assessment with KCl tests.

Quantification of Settlement. Following turbulence treatments, settlement was assayed by exposing larvae to 70 mM excess KCl in MFSW for 1 h at 14 °C, followed by recovery in MFSW, as in standard protocols (27, 36–38). A larva was scored as settled after this 1-h exposure if it had begun to withdraw skin from the tips of the larval skeletal rods (Fig. 1C). Continued withdrawal of skin was verified over the next several hours, and each larva was checked for evidence of the eventual adoption of the definitive juvenile morphology, with active emergent tube feet (primary podia) and juvenile and adult-type spines.

In one set of trials examining whether turbulence effects were associated exclusively with KCl induction or would manifest more broadly (i.e., with a natural inducer), groups of 25 larvae were transferred into the Taylor–Couette cell and spun at either 0 or 600 rpm for 3 min. These larvae then were exposed for 2 h to 8 mL MFSW in well plates coated with a 7.5-oil biofilm grown in the presence of S. purpuratus adults, and to which 100 mg of coralline algae had been added (Calliarthron tuberculosum, collected in the intertidal zone at HMS). Although it is not known what the true natural settlement cue for S. purpuratus larvae might be, there is substantial precedent for the use of biofilm and coralline algae in laboratory studies (e.g., refs. 15, 37, 38, and 52). Larvae subsequently were scored for settlement as above after each exposure period.

In a final experiment, we examined whether turbulence exposure itself could result in settlement. For these trials, we selected groups of 25–30 morphologically competent larvae and randomly assigned them to either 0- or 450-rpm treatments. Larvae were recovered following turbulence exposure as before, but instead of being transferred to KCl, they were placed directly into 10 mL MFSW in glass dishes. After 24 h, none of the larvae subjected to either treatment had settled. To confirm our initial scoring of these larvae as competent, we subsequently exposed all larvae to 70 mM excess KCl for 1 h as described previously.

Note that even the precompetent larvae that settled (in either KCl or a natural inducer) following turbulence exposure had functional tube feet and at least incipient spines. These structures continued to develop in the resulting juveniles regardless of the treatment, settlement inducer, or stage at which they were settled. Furthermore, although the settlement process with KCl differs in some respects from the process associated with a natural inducer (main difference: limited muscular and ciliary movement in KCl), both follow a similar trajectory of arm retraction and evisceration of the juvenile rudiment.

Quantification of the Completion of Metamorphosis. To confirm our scoring of settlement in the core experimental trials and to ensure that the settled larvae would complete metamorphosis normally, all settled larvae were reexamined following an additional 24 h of recovery in MFSW at 14–16 °C. This evaluation verified that >99% of all larvae had been scored correctly the previous day. These larvae also continued to metamorphose into juveniles, and no postsettlement mortality was detected. Larvae that were scored as not settled also recovered normally and were swimming after 24 h, with no apparent ill effects of the treatment.

Statistical Analyses. The effect of turbulent shear on larval settlement rate (Fig. 4) was evaluated using logistic regression implemented with a likelihood ratio test. The category of response (enhanced or unaltered settlement) was determined for each experimental run by assessing whether the proportion of larvae settling exceeded or fell below the global median. Potential differences among control runs were tested using ANOVA applied to the arcsin-transformed proportional settlement data. The effect of turbulence on settlement, as assayed with a natural inducer in place of KCl, was examined with a t test. All statistical analyses were conducted using JMP (version 10.0.0) software.
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